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Abstract

When a semi-infinite line load moves lengthways, at supersonic velocity,
on the plane surface of an elastic solid, the resulting velocity field is conical.
There are two characteristic cones, one associated with dilatation effects and
the other with shear effects. The propagation process is more complicated
than the well-known case of conical flow in supersonic aerodynamics not
only because of the presence of two cones of discontinuity but also because
the presence of a free surface implies interaction between shear and dilata-
tion effects. It is the interaction process at the free surface which is examined
in detail in this paper.

The results of this fundamental problem may be extended by the process
of superposition to more general steadily moving loads. In particular by
differentiating with respect to time, the potential of a steadily moving point
load is obtained explicitly.

1. Introduction

In this paper we shall consider the effect of a semi-infinite line load which
is moving lengthways on the free surface of an isotropic elastic medium.
Since this is a linear problem the solution may be built up from known
solutions of elastodynamics. The most obvious approach is to use integral
transform methods. This is a process which appears to lead to explicit,
elementary solutions only at large distances from the source of energy;
it obscures the structure of the associated disturbance, and, what is more
important mathematically, it hides the characteristic properties of the
original hyperbolic wave equations which are of direct consequence in the
physical description of the problem. Another approach is to take the known
field for a transient point load, then to consider a line distribution of pro-
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gressively applied point loads, and then to follow this with an integration
along the line of motion. This is approach is being used by Payton [1],
but it seems to lead to complications of a forbidding nature and his primary
results need careful analysis before they are shown to be equivalent to those
given in this paper. There are no previously published references to this
problem.

The classical problem of elastodynamics, that of the propagation of trem-
ors over the surface of an elastic solid, was examined in detail by Lamb
[2]. The fundamental excitation considered was that of the point — or line
source, and the problem was to determine what effect the setting-up of
such sources has on the solid particularly on the free surface.

This same type of problem has since been examined in various ways by
various authors, e.g. Cagniard [3], Lapwood [4], Pekeris [5], Strick [6] and
Craggs [7], and of these only the method described by Craggs is of any
interest in the understanding of the present paper. This situation follows a
recognition that when an infinite line load is set up on the surface of an
elastic solid, the subsequent disturbance has the property of dynamic
similarity. This property is seized on not only by Craggs, but also by Maue [8]
Miles [9] and the author [10] as the basis for further investigations into
problems of elastodynamics.

The analytical results of assuming dynamic similarity in a solution are
very similar to those in the method of conical flows (e.g. Ward and Goldstein
[ 11]); it is clear indeed that the field of a uniform infinite line source, suddenly
set up, is the limiting field of a semi-infinite line source moving lengthways,
with its velocity approaching infinity. In this paper we analyse the pos-
sibility of conical motion associated with steady rectilinear movement of
velocity a (greater than both the shear velocity c2 and the dilatation
velocity c2) of such a line load.

The analysis rest on the following results. A scalar quantity F(r, 6, z, t)
satisfies the wave equation

with c a constant propagation velocity. Assume steady motion in the z-
direction with constant velocity a > c, and introduce the new variable
T = (at — z)ja. Then

(2) ' ^

with ljy2 = 1/c2 - I/a2.
For conical motion only the variables s (= r\x) and d may appear, for

T > 0; it follows that outside a steadily moving half-cone s = y,
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(3)

where s = y sec u, and hence F must take the form

(4) F = f{u + 6) + gift - 0).

The surfaces u ± 0 = const, are tangent planes to the cone s = y, and
these with their envelope, the cone itself, form families of characteristic
surfaces across which dFjdr may be discontinuous, but at which the tangen-
tial derivative must be continuous.

Within the cone s = y, F satisfies Laplace's equation in the variables
v and 0, where, for v < 0,

s = y sech v,
or

(5) v = L

Accordingly we are able to define a complex quantity WF which is to be
analytic in a certain semi-infinite strip of the complex v -f- i"0-plane, for
which we have the identities

(6) F{v, 0) = Rl WF(v + id),

and, on 0 = 0, say

(7) ra«, ^ m U .
K ' 8v \ dv ) dQ \ dv )

(The equations 7 are the Cauchy-Riemann conditions).
In the problem of elastodynamics, we first define scalar and vector velocity

potentials. The former satisfies the wave equation (1) with the dilatation
velocity cx, while the rectangular cartesion components of the latter satisfy
the same equation with the shear velocity c2. We use subscripts 1 and 2 to
indicate whether the quantities y and the variables u and v, are associated
with the dilatation or shear effects, and once having defined the potentials,
we may label complex potentials W with superscripts as in equation 6.
We also follow the convention that partial derivatives of the various poten-
tials are indicated by subscripts.

2. Formulation of the Problem

We have an isotropic elastic solid, of density p and with Lame" constants
X and [i in which shear waves travel with velocity c2[= (Wp)*] a n ( i dilatation
waves travel with velocity cx[= [(A + 2/t)/p]*]. We take the plane y = 0
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to represent the surface of the solid lying in the region y < 0, and we imagine
a surface load to be moving with velocity a along the 2-axis. We assume
infinitesimal displacements throughout, so that equations of elasticity
maybe used. It is convenient to express these in terms of the velocity vector q.

The equation of motion, differentiated with respect to time is

(8) (A + ,0V(V * q) + trf*1 = pPqIW.

Put

(9) ? = VHVXf

Then conditions to be satisfied by the scalar potential <f> and the rectangular
components (A, B, C) of the vector potential y are (see e.g. Sternberg [12]),
that

do)

and

(12) V • xp = 0.

These equations, valid within the solid, must be satisfied in conjunction
with conditions at the free surface where the stress components Tvv, Tvx,
and Tvl must vanish except perhaps in the neighborhood of the line load
(for r = 0, T > 0).

Although we have introduced four scalar potentials, we shall take B
to be identically zero. For the simultaneous vanishing of Tvy, Tvx Tyz

and V • xp on the free surface is not possible unless Bv = 0 for y == 0. The
potential B is always linked with the other components of the vector
potential through the equation V • xp = 0 at all points of the solid. Accord-
ingly we have either the possibility that B is zero together with the
combination Ax + Cz at all points of the solid, or that B is a function of y
which is even about the surface and which plays no part in the interaction
process at the free surface, but which is dependent on the quantities A and C
through the equation

The more complicated case involving the presence of B will be considered,
inter alia, in Part II.

At the free surface, therefore, the time derivative of the stress-strain
relations may be written in the form
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(13) \t Tvv = AVV + 2fi[<f>vv + Azy - Cxv] = 0

(14) - Tyx = (t[2<f>yx + Axz - Cxx + Cyy] = 0,

and

(15) - Tyz = p[2<f>yz + A..-A,,- Cxz] = 0,

together with the condition 12 which is that for y ̂  0

(16) Ax + Cz = 0.

These conditions may be simplified. From equations 14 and 16 it follows that

(iv) H*. - czz - cxx + cvv = o
and from equations 15, 16 and 11, it follows that

(18) - Hn + 2AZI - 2COT - c?Au = 0

With assumptions of conical flow such that

8 - 8 8 _ X 8

dt dx dz a dr

and such that only the variables s (= r\x) and 0 may appear we can, on
switching to polar co-ordinates r and 6 reduce the conditions 16, 13, 17 and
18 to be satisfied on 6 = 0 to the following:

(19) aAB + sC, = 0

<20»

and
8

~d~s

(2 f l 1") 2sC.)
\-4>9-s*\---\At -' = 0.
[a La2 y\] a J

The final equation is redundant as may be seen by combining it with
equation 19 to eliminate As. Also we see that since

d _ i a _ \d
dr x ds s dx

we may integrate equations 20 and 21 with respect to t; since it is the stress
components and not just the time derivatives which must vanish, we have
finally the conditions that at 0 = 0
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(22)

and

Michael Papadopoulos

aA, + sC, = 0

3. Solution of the problem

The structure of the conical velocity field follows from the examination
of the wave equation. The singular line load starts at a moving origin; its
subsequent effects are characterized by the presence of two distinct conical
fronts, the cone r = yxx which represents for the scalar potential the dividing
surface between the region in which <f> is of simple wave type and that in
which it is harmonic, and the cone r = y2r which does the same for the vector
components A and C. The structure is shown in figure 1, which although
depicted with s and 6 for polar co-ordinates is an instantaneous representa-
tion in the (r, 0) plane of any transferse section behind the tip of the moving
load.

Bf A' S' O S A B

dilatation front

Fig. 1. A transverse section of the field showing the shear and dilatation fronts, and the head
wave regions.

Outside the larger region BDB' we expect no potential <f> either for physical
reasons, or by noting that zero initial state for r = 0 mans zero field not
only as s -> oo but thence on all characteristic surfaces which approach
infinity either directly or by reflection at the free surface in a shear-free
region. The same reasoning applies to the vector components A and C,
but only outside the region BCEC'B'. The scalar potential <j> being harmonic
does not vanish within BDB', in particular on the interface AB. Interaction
imposed by the conditions 22 means A and C do not vanish either on AB,
or by virtue of the simplewave structure, within ABC.
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This is known as the head wave region, where

A=A(u.-8)
(23){ ' C = C{u2 - 6)

and where, as in equation 3, s = y2 sec u2.
Within the smaller semi-circle s = y2 in the (s, 6) plane, A and C are

harmonic functions, so that we have complex potentials WA(v2 + id),
Wc(v2 + id), and within the larger semi-circle s = yx, we have a complex
potential W*{vt + id), each potential being analytic within a strip v < 0,
0 > d > — n in the appropriate complex plane.

It is the virtue of the shear field structure in the head wave region that
the functional behavior given in equation 23 gives an explicit relation be-
tween normal and tangential derivatives of <f> or, alternatively determines
the argument of the complex derivative dW^/dv on the appropriate segment
of the boundary of the strip of regularity. We have, on combining 22 and 23,
and applying the Cauchy-Riemann relations 7, the result that with M =

< 1

(24) Rl [ \(t 2 *

for 0 > vx > — arc sech M.
Rather than consider the strip vt < 0, 0 > d > — n we use the conformal

mapping fx = ft + ir]1 = sech (vt + id) to open out the strip into the
lower half Ci-plane, in which the real axis corresponds to the whole of the
boundary OBDB' of the region in which <f> is harmonic. Points on the section
OA of the interface have the co-ordinate | t = sjyx on the segment 0 < f i < 1
of the real axis.

The derivative dW^/dd, must satisfy the following conditions:
i) It must be regular in the lower half f-plane with singularities restricted

to the real axis, at the points fx = 0, ± 1. ± M which correspond either to
singularities of load, or to points where dW^/dd has sudden changes in
argument due to changes in <f>, A and C from hyperbolic to elliptic regimes
and also at any points 5, 5 ' where simple poles associated with surface
waves may appear.

ii) It must be imaginary on the real axis when \d\ > 1 because 8<f>l3d
vanishes on both sides of the characteristic surface s = yl.

iii) On the segment M < | x < 1 we may write (with yja = L < 1)

,2 5 ,
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where for M < | x < 1, i 7 ^ ) is to be a real function. This result follows
from equation 24.

iv) The point at infinity in the Ci-plane corresponds to the point D which
is an ordinary point, where velocities, displacements and stresses are boun-
ded. These conditions imply bounded potentials at infinity.

v) At the origin the magnitude and nature of the singularity is determined
by the nature of the moving load. This will be discussed later.

The problem is now one of finding a function F(Ci) on the segment
M < | x < 1 which when continued analytically into the whole of the lower
half d-plane satisfies all the conditions of the problem including the inter-
action relations on the segment 0 < £x < M corresponding to the section
OA of the interface.

In the region A'EAj of course, A and C are harmonic functions. Hence,
we introduce the mapping £2 = sech(t<2 + id) which opens out the strip of
regularity so that every point in the physical region s < y 2 , O > 0 > — n
has a corresponding point in the lower half of the complex £2-plane. For the
fourth quadrant interaction between <f> and A or C occurs only at the inter-
face OA for which 0 < C2 < 1 and where we have the identity Aff2 = £i-

The interaction conditions 22 become for 0 < f2 < 1

dWA dWc( dWA dWc\

— +LM£2 —- = RliiPAU)}. say,
dQ2 »C2 1

0 = L
(27)

say,

dWc\

= Rl{iP3(Q}, say.

The real functions Plt P2, P3 defined above are, for 0 < £2 < 1 three
linear combinations of the three complex derivatives. From these equations
we may write that for 0 < t,x < 1

dW*

where
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R(MZt) = [ Z l ( l H H i
And in order that both 29 and 25 should represent the continuation of the

same expressions around the branch points at £x = + M and at £i = + 1
and in order to satisfy condition ii above we can assert that P 1 ( P 2 , P 3

must be real functions not only as defined for 0 < £x < M but also for
Ci > M. Similarly we have the result that for 0 < £2 < 1

dQ2

l + 2L£2P1(1 - fl) + iPaUl(l -L*M*) - 2]

We have an immediate reason for putting Px = 0. The tangential deriva-
tives dC/dd and dA/86 are constant on the tangent planes in the head wave
region ABC and are continuous across the arc AC. There is thus a linkage
between the tangential derivatives of A and C just within the elliptic region
and, from the first and third of equations 22, the normal derivative of <f> on
AB. The knowledge that P1, P2 and P 3 are real functions of £2

 o n AB
enables us to make this linkage without any further analysis, and it is then
found that Px must vanish. This simplifies equations 29 and 30 somewhat.

The corresponding expression for A is given by

R(MC2)

The functions P2 and P3 may be determined by considering the behavior
at the origin and at infinity. At the origin, for example, the functions P2 and
P 3 must be of (positive or negative) integral order in £. This follows because
our analysis making P2 and P 3 real for positive £ is applicable with the same
result to the negative £-axis. Thus the behavior at the origin can only be
responsible for jumps, in the arguments of the complex derivatives, of
± nn, where n is any integer.

In effect, therefore, since the functions P2 and P 3 are real on the real axis,
with singularities at the origin and at infinity, we may write both P2 and
P 3 in a real Laurent expansion of powers of £. The highest power of £ is
determined by the need to have bounded displacements as £ -> oo. And
although any one of the individual terms in the two series is associated with
a conical field due to some particular form of singular load, yet we shall re-
strict interest to the case when P2 = Ao/£2 and P 3 = MAJC2 with Ao and A1

constant. These give velocities which can be linked with a singular load in
the vicinity of the z-axis, preserving bounded displacements and velocities
as £ -> 00.
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The explicit formulae to be examined are

dWc _ {2(1-M*^(l+L*M*tj)A0 + iA1[t*{l-LtM*) -2]}

if,
and

= -LMZ%

These particular forms of complex derivative are displayed because they
may be associated with simple strain singularities. The method of investiga-
tion of their nature is not of great interest, because it involves first the
expansion of the expression 32 in power series of f, as f -*• 0, then the deri-
vation of the potentials <f>, A and C for small values of s = r\x, and finally
the calculation of the local stresses and velocities in the vicinity of the axis
r = 0.

It is found that the constants Ao and A, are associated respectively with
rotational and dilatational singularities which are restricted to the semi-
infinite segment z < at of the line r = 0. The imposed singular load is one
which produces a volume flux P and a circulation C about the z-axis in its
immediate vicinity. Thus

2C 2 r°
Ao = == lim rUe

n n ,._>() J-n
2P 2 f°

Ax = H = — lim rUTdd,
n n r-»o J _„

Ur and Ue being the radial and transverse velocity components.
The formulae of Equation 32 may be used to find the space and time

derivatives of the various potentials ane thence the velocity and stress
components everywhere. Thus

and
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= Rl[
s dr 8s |_<*Ci a»i ds

= Rl

for points inside the dilatation cone for which

r
cos (9 + t sin 0 (yj T2 — r2)*

while

(35) -(Ai + Ck) -

and

(36) r | - (^i + Cft) = - - | .
(7^ S <7T

for points inside the shear cone for which

2 y2r cos 0 + t sin 0(y2T
2 — r2)*

There remains the formula for the shear field in the head wave region
A BC. This may be found from the equation 22 which relates C, and (f>e by
first determining Ct = — aAJs on the free surface on the segment AB,
where Ci = slfx, and then continuing C or A into the interior of the region
by using the functional form 23. For C this gives the result that

dC _ dC _
du.~ ~~80~

on the surface A B with yx ^ s = y2 sec M2 ^ 72 > with the same expression
with s = sec(w2 — 6) providing the field inside the region ABC.
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Notice the singular nature of the derivatives given here for points just
outside the arc AC. This implies a logarithmic singularity in the shear
potentials just outside the shear cone in the head wave region such that
C = O[ln(arcsecr/y2T)] = A for r = yzr + 0. Notice also that although
the process for evaluating the derivatives of the potentials and hence the
velocity components does not involve any but the simplest arithmetical
processes, the calculation of these quantities is particularly easy on the free
surface. Indeed, one result of particular interest is that apart from the surface
wave associated with the vanishing of the function i?(Ci) (this will be men-
tioned later) the source of pure dilatation (with C = Ao = 0) provides only
horizontal velocities and displacements on the segment A'Aoi the surface
while on the contrary, the source of pure circulation provides only vertical
velocities and displacements on the same segment. On the other hand both
types of source cause both horizontal and vertical displacements on the
segments AB and A'B'.

4. Extension of Results

We have derived certain expressions for complex potentials which are
associated with moving line loads of step function dependence in the variable
(at — z)ja. It is clear enough that simple superposition is possible so that
for example, we may easily calculate the effect of a longitudinally moving
line load of finite length.

To obtain a more fundamental result we may differentiate throughout
with respect to r. The result of this operation gives explicitly the potentials
associated with a steadily moving point load. For example, within the
moving dilatation cone r = yx(at — z)ja the scalar potential $ corresponding
to a moving point source of strength P and which creates a circulation
C, is

(37) . M ( r t " , p
where dW^jdd is the expression given explicitly in Equations 32 and 32a.
The shear potentials both outside and inside the shear cone may be found
similarly.

More general superposition is feasible by use of the convolution theorem
once the results for point loads are established.

5. The Rayleigh Wave

It is obvious that in the limit L = 0 the problem is reduced to the well-
known two dimensional case of a suddenly applied infinite uniform line load.
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In the expressions for complex potentials given above this limit is a valid
one, with the transverse component A of the vector potential vanishing,
and with the potentials (j> and C taking more recognizable forms.

In this strictly two dimensional case the zeros of the function R0(M£2),
where

R0(MCt) = {t* - 2)* - 4(1 -

and where M = c2\cx, define poles [£2 = ± VRjc2~\ of the complex derivatives
of the potentials W^ and Wc, and hence singularities of the velocity and
stress field travelling with the specific Rayleigh velocity VR. (VR takes
values lying in the range 0.874 • • • < V'Rjc2 < 0.965 • • • according to
Rayleigh [13]).

The corresponding expression R(M£2) defined in equation 29 is easily
shown to have its zeros at

C2 = ±
where

1 1

The quantity yR thus defines the transverse velocity of the usual Rayleigh
waves, which having an actual velocity of propagation VR, also form a
wedge singularity on the surface within the shear cone.

The residue terms which appear in conjunction with the Rayleigh zeros
are interesting in that the pure dilatation source provides a residue only for
the vertical velocity and displacement. Its effect is to provide a Rayleigh
wave of step function type in the displacement which just counteracts or
nullifies the vertical displacement which is produced in the head wave
region by such a source. This, of course, ensures that the vertical displace-
ment returns to zero after the passage of the Rayleigh wave and stays that
way, whereas the horizontal component which should approach zero long
after the disturbing load has passed by does so in a more gradual manner.
For the source of circulation, the same sort of results are available, the
horizontal displacement being the one which returns to zero with the passage
of the Rayleigh wave, while the vertical displacement vanishes more smooth-
ly. These properties are of course only true for the particular type of source
under consideration. For a moving load of variable strength, they will not
be true, nor are they true if the source of energy is a line force.
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